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While the beginning of the academic year may not be the most eventful time for most
students, the LS Community keeps campus lively through its numerous activities and events
from its org-rich culture. One of them is hosted by the Ateneo Economics Association entitled
Valentine’s in August (VIA) which, as the title suggests, provides Ateneans the opportunity to
express their love on campus six months early by selling flowers at lower prices than Valentine’s
Day prices. But this does beg the question: how are markets influenced during special occasions
and disasters? This article discusses how market forces and consumer behavior intertwine in
such events.

For context, supply and demand serve as the driving forces of any market, where supply
is determined by producers and demand is represented by consumers. More specifically, supply
is the quantity of goods and/or services firms are willing and capable of selling at a particular
price. Conversely, demand represents the amount that individuals/households are willing and
capable of buying at market prices. These two interact in the market diagram with the supply and
demand curves in what is known as market equilibrium, where both producers and consumers
are satisfied. While market forces are most immediately affected by movements in price, shifts
within said demand and supply curves can also occur. What this means is that changes in factors
other than prices can significantly impact the supply and demand dynamics in the market.

The changing tastes of consumers and the expectations of suppliers can significantly
affect the production and consumption of goods and services. Changes in consumers’ preferences
impact the market through some external (socio-cultural, historical, or seasonal) factors,
increasing or decreasing one’s interest in said good. Take for example the recent trend of
lato-lato, where the demand for such toys was nowhere near their previous levels due to its
sudden popularity. Meanwhile, firms base their expectations on how personal economic
conjectures, recent news, or availability of goods could also influence consumers’ current
decisions, prompting the demand and supply curves to shift. Take the consumption of gasoline:
when the news hit that prices are going to rise in the following weeks, lines formed in gas
stations with people wanting to avoid the additional costs brought about by the price hike, thus
increasing demand in that instance. But this can go both ways when we consider that suppliers
also have their expectations and accordingly adjust how much they can sell with respect to their
own conjectures. An illustrative case would be when cinemas raise their prices and accommodate
more theaters for a highly anticipated movie.

Furthermore, Lynham (2018) provides a similar insight into the shifts in demand and
supply. A shift in demand/supply occurs when a change in an economic factor––other than the



price––produces a change in the quantity demanded/supplied. More importantly, on special
occasions and disasters wherein consumer and supplier behaviors are affected, the supply and
demand of products and services could also change. When this occurs, a new equilibrium will be
determined in the market, where a different price can also increase or decrease. Changes in
preferences, expectations, population demographics, income, and other products/services are
among the many causes of shifts in demand and supply. See the Annex for illustrations.

Moreover, there are observable changes in the market when yearly occasions and natural
disasters occur and elicit responses from consumers and producers alike. A typical example of
such yearly events is the Christmas season when commodities experience higher demands and
prices of raw materials. Last year, the Department of Trade and Industry noted that during the
Christmas holidays, many of the common noche buena food products experienced price hikes of
between 1% to 10% (Ochave, 2022). Notably, the Department of Agriculture (DA) reported price
increases in vegetables because of increased demand during the same period (Allanigue, 2022).
Unsurprisingly, flowers during Valentine’s Day also gain huge price increases because of sudden
additions in its demand. This year additional prices in bundles of flowers during Valentine’s Day
reached up to 1,000 pesos (Untalan, 2023). To add, typhoons and droughts also highly affect the
supply and demand of products, specifically agricultural products. Recently, DA recorded that
Typhoon Egay brought 1.3 billion pesos in damage to the country’s agricultural sector (Lagare,
2023). This includes the destruction of agricultural products, including 648.3 million pesos worth
of corn and 486.8 million pesos of rice. High-value crops, livestock, poultry, and agricultural
facilities were also among the affected, burdening about 100,000 local farmers and fisherfolks
and decreasing the supply of the said products.

More studies can be conducted to analyze and measure demand and supply shifts.
However, it cannot be neglected that there exist events and disasters that drastically influence
and change markets. Certainly, a clearer picture can be showcased with further analysis using
microeconomics and behavioral economics. While some may utilize this economic phenomenon
in businesses and even organizational events like VIA, it is also useful in government planning,
law-making, and policy implementation. Education on how markets differ during these events
can improve government responses and decisions, including supplying food and other essential
commodities during international events and typhoons.



Annex

The following are graphical representations of shifting curves from Lynham (2018). The first two
graphs showcase the demand shift and its possible causes.

Likewise, the supply curve is also influenced by several factors. See the graphs below.

The last two graphs showcase examples of changing equilibrium because of supply and demand
shifts.
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